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The webs of transla on through which nineteenth century Marathi‐speaking Bene Israel in Bombay and Pune ar culated
rela onships to global Judaism and to Marathi Hindus were complex and fragile. A er centuries of maintaining a Bene
Israel iden ty with just a few Jewish prac ces and without clergy or texts, the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
brought Bene Israel people into contact with groups eager to teach them how to be Jewish. From Chris an missionaries,
they learned Hebrew and received Marathi transla ons of Hebrew texts, and from Cochin Jews they learned rituals and
prac ces central to Judaism. Armed with this new knowledge, Bene Israeli scholars sought media through which to instruct
Marathi‐speaking Bene Israel people unfamiliar with Hebrew or the Bible. One of the more successful art forms they
adopted for the pedagogy of re‐ar culated Jewishness was a Hindu temple genre: Marathi naradiya kirtan. Using the song
genres and structure of naradiya kirtan, Bene Israel kirtankars were careful about which songs they performed, what
words they chose, which stories they told, and what ceremonial clothes they wore, but many aspects of Maharashtrian
Hinduism remained untranslated in Jewish kirtan without censure. In this presenta on, I interrogate the diﬀering degrees
to which the transla on process was legible in the song, dress, language, and storytelling of early Bene Israel kirtan.
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